Koreans, Vietnamese Share History and Art

Contemporary Korean and Vietnamese art come together in an engaging and fresh mix of history and pop culture, through an exhibition "transPOP: Korea Vietnam Remix" at the Ako Art Center.

"transPOP: Korea Vietnam Remix," featuring works of 16 artists from Korea, Vietnam and the United States, opens on Dec. 18 and runs through Feb. 28.

The idea for the exhibition exploring the interconnection between Korea and Vietnam was formed while the two US-based curators Min Yong-soo and Vu Le were dining in Koreatown in Los Angeles. Min and Le, who are also artists, realized their common interest in the history and contemporary pop culture of their respective native countries.

"transPOP" is an attempt to create a new word, combining transnational and pop. It tries to convey our interest in examining the transnational flow of culture. Hallyu is a very strong force in this transnational flow of culture. "Korea and Vietnam Remix" is taken from hip-hop, where you mix the music and take some of the elements and create something new," Min said, in a meeting with reporters Wednesday.

By Cathy Rose A. Garcia
Staff Reporter
Vietnamese artist Nanh Hung Nguyen creates surreal landscapes playfully dealing with global issues, as seen in this work "Go to Market."

Min, who was born in Korea but moved to the U.S. in 1960 when she was only seven years old, said the exhibit is part of her ongoing quest to learn more about her connection to Korea. "The exhibition reflects my two areas of interest: history and popular culture. I'm a huge fan and addicted to TV dramas. ... And the particular mix of U.S., Korea and Vietnam comes from the background of the Korean involvement in the Vietnam War. The war becomes the historical movement that influences the exhibition," she said.

During the Vietnam War, Korea was the second-largest foreign military and economic presence in the country, after the United States. It is also well known that Korea's economy received a big boost from its participation in the Vietnam War. However, the historical and cultural ties between the two countries are not often explored.

Le's own experience as a child when his family escaped from Ho Chi Minh by boat after the Vietnam War, led to his interest in "historical trauma, pop culture and modernization."

"As an artist, I am interested in what is remembered and what is forgotten. Some of that is represented through pop culture, movies and propaganda. Both Korea and Vietnam have gone through rapid modernisation, progress. Modernisation can also be traumatic and violent," Le said.

Both countries share common experiences in war, and subsequent rapid modernisation, Korea in the 1980s and Vietnam in the 1990s. In the 1980s, the presence of many Korean companies in Vietnam led to the influx of Korean dramas, which became widely popular and even influenced the development of Vietnam's own pop culture.

> Tiffany Chung, a Vietnamese-American artist based in Hanoi, will show a video about Vietnamese pop star Lam Tran. "He is the first Vietnamese pop icon. The video shows him and how Vietnamese are starting to idolize and worship pop stars. This is an influence of the Korean Wave. He does a lot of covers of famous Korean pop songs. This isn't just about him, but also about the new Asian identity," Chung said.

During the exhibition, there is a lounge where visitors can read books and other materials on the project, listen to K-pop and V-pop music and watch Korean and Vietnamese videos.

On Jan. 10 and 19, there will be a symposium focusing on "transnational exchanges and the intersections of history, trauma and popular culture" and with experts from Korea, Australia, Japan, Vietnam and the U.S.

After Seoul, Min said the exhibit will be shown...
at the University of California Irvine University Art Gallery in October, and Verba Buena Center for the Arts, San Francisco in November.

While they would love to bring the exhibition to Vietnam, the curators admit it is difficult but are still trying to work it out.

Tickets are 2,000 won for adults and 1,000 won for children and students. Visit www.arikor.or.kr or call (02) 780-4724.
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270만원 골프 우승리턴드! 5회!
불안한 사만경제, 이견 “독특한 패러스”
2~300만원을 급하게 돋보이게하라!
비앙스 다이어트 원석동해 만들기

Hot News Best

- 후북군 저정, 노르웨이군 북상... 후북군 남전
- 박주정 GM, “한국 시장 현대차 독점구조 끝 것.”
- 학교가 의례하는 배우준 변호...8천원
- ‘아이 편’ 일본 애니메이션 페르로...
- KAI 주가 7-50%가 가속 날끼?
- 여운이 바뀌는 한국기독성
- 제주항공, 포항시 상수로 승객들 고통호소
- '송가사천' 연대장, 대대장 보직해임
- ‘북한 긴변사태 대령 봉북 사태 일을 것’
- 여성협, 사면 8호 결과, 일본 통산 160호
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